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KINGSBURG

To conserve and protect shoreline, wetlands, beaches,
freshwater habitats, fields & forests, and to ensure that access
to these places, both on Kingsburg Peninsula and in
C O A S T A L neighbouring areas, remains available to the public forever.
CONSERVANCY
An Occasional Newsletter
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West Ironbound Island
from Hell’s Point

Update from the KCC Co-Chairs
With summer now well in the past and
fall entering into winter, the Board of The
Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy wants to
both thank you for your recent support in
our fundraising efforts and to update you
on our progress in our group’s major
conservation project: the preservation of
West Ironbound Island.
As many of you know, early in the
spring of this year, the KCC was successful
in purchasing one half of West Ironbound
Island, fulfilling the first step in our goal
towards preserving the island. Following
directly on that success, in this spring and
summer, the KCC embarked on a major
fund-raising campaign to purchase the
remaining half of the island still under
private ownership and, thus, preserve the
entirety of West Ironbound Island, an
island which we believe has significant
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historical, cultural, and ecological value
to Nova Scotia and the communities of
the LaHave River area. The interest and
financial support we received from many
of you during this recent phase of our
campaign has provided a great boost
towards achieving our goal!

the remaining half of the island. The funds
we have raised to-date represent the
donations of 141 individuals who have
recognized the importance of preserving
West Ironbound Island. Additionally, our
efforts have been noted in articles which
appeared during the summer in the
Chronicle Herald and the Bridgewater
Over $70K Raised!
Bulletin, as well as through CBC radio and
Through the concerted fundraising efforts Global television.
in the spring and summer of this year, the
A major catalyst to our fund-raising
KCC has raised just over $70,000 towards
effort was the publication of the thoughtthe goal of $400,000 needed to purchase
provoking book West Ironbound: Portrait
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West Ironbound Island viewed from Gaff Point

“The island is the geography of a journey
that goes in many directions at once as you
experience it.”
from
West Ironbound: Portrait of an Island

of an Island, created by writer Larry
Gaudet, photographer Mariëtte
Roodenburg, designer Christine Higdon,
and publisher Toon Nagtegaal of Foggy
Cove Books. They have very generously
directed all profits from the sale of this
book to our fundraising efforts. We can’t
speak too highly of the key role these
individuals and their beautiful book have
played in sparking further community
interest in West Ironbound and the KCC’s
efforts to purchase and preserve the
island. Without their vision and
commitment to this project, we would not
have made the strides we have achieved
towards accomplishing the dream of
preserving the island.
Similarly, we want to thank Kingsburg
resident Tracy Westell, with the assistance
of Christine Higdon and Deborah
Kennedy-Brown, for spearheading our
“T-Shirt” project to raise additional funds
to support the purchase of the island. At
our KCC booth at the Lunenburg Farmers’
Market in mid-August and through the
volunteer efforts of our impromptu
“youth corps” one Sunday afternoon at
Hirtles Beach, we sold 113 T-Shirts in
support of the preservation of West
Ironbound.

Next Steps
Building on this strong initial response
to our fund-raising effort and the clear
community support it represents, the KCC
2

board has recently re-submitted an
application to the Nova Scotia Crown
Share Land Legacy Trust seeking their
financial support for this project. We hope
to hear in the very near future regarding
our application. Additionally, the board
of the KCC continues to explore additional
avenues for fund-raising. If you have any
thoughts on this, please don’t hesitate to
contact a member of the board.

Mission Statement
In keeping with all these efforts, the
KCC has adopted the following “mission
statement” related to our stewardship
of West Ironbound Island:
“Through its ownership and stewardship
of West Ironbound Island, the Kingsburg
Coastal Conservancy (KCC) is committed
to maintaining and protecting the natural
environment of the island and to providing –
to the best of its abilities – public access to the
island as a means of developing community
knowledge and appreciation of this rich
natural and cultural resource and, by
extension, the greater Kingsburg Peninsula’s
natural resources and locales. The KCC values
the cultural history of the island; its rich
natural environment as manifested in its
nesting site for the Great Blue Heron, diverse
interior and shoreline physical features, and
its varied flora and fauna; its central position
at the mouth of the LaHave River; and its

physical proximity to Gaff Point, another
preserved and protected natural resource.”

Your Support Remains Critical
It is our hope that as 2011 turns into 2012,
we will be very close to achieving our
fund-raising goals, the preserving of West
Ironbound Island will be a reality, and we
can move forward with the tasks related
to stewarding the island and making it as
accessible as possible to the public.
If you have already donated to this
effort, we again thank you! If you’ve not
yet donated or wish to make an
additional donation, please consider
doing so. (Information regarding
donations can be found on page 6.)
We close with a brief quote by Larry
Gaudet from West Ironbound: Portrait of an
Island:
“The island is the geography of a journey
that goes in many directions at once as you
experience it. It’s the walk you take inside and
beyond yourself every day, usually without
noticing. It’s as much a part of you as
anything else.
“From here, you know your way home.”
Sincerely,
Robert Buckley & Dave Cosh
Co-Chairs
Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy
!
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KCC Board Changes
At the end of September, the board of
the KCC very regretfully accepted the
resignation of Marion Homer as its
chairperson and as a KCC board
member.
Marion had served as a member and
chair of the KCC board for seven years.
During those years, the KCC greatly
expanded its areas of preservation, with
protected spaces on Rose Head; in the
Shaubach; around Kingsburg Pond; on
Beach Hill, Kingsburg Beach, and Sand
Dollar Beach; and, most recently on onehalf of West Ironbound Island! Marion’s
vast knowledge of conservation
principles and government policies
greatly enhanced the challenging work
of the KCC’s board. She connected the
KCC to other land trusts and to
universities, as well as to multiple levels
of government. She brought expertise
and professionalism to the issues of
conservation facing the KCC.
Marion has long been committed to
conservation, education, and public
access in her community. The board
celebrates and thanks her for her
contribution, knowledge, years of
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service, and friendship, and looks
forward to honoring Marion at next
summer’s KCC General Meeting.

of coastal access, so that future generations
may enjoy the same freedoms that I did as a
child.”

Concurrent with Marion’s departure, the
KCC board elected members Bob Buckley
and Dave Cosh as co-chairpersons for the
coming year.

As always, please don’t hesitate to
contact any member of the board if you
have any ideas, comments, or questions.
The board’s contact information is listed
below:

As Marion departs, the board is very
pleased to welcome Nathaniel Bald, as its
newest member! Below is a brief
comment by Nate on his background and
interest in serving on the board of the
KCC:
“My wife Natalie and I moved to the South
Shore with our daughter Rosalyn in June. I
was raised in Rose Bay and have returned to
the area with a renewed appreciation for the
natural wonders of the area and the desire for
Rosie to grow up with this area as her
backyard. I am trained as a secondary science
teacher and have wide-ranging interests from
social history to freshwater and marine
ecology – fortunately this area is rich in both.
Also I’m a bike mechanic, former tree-planter,
mandolin and guitar player (or try to be), and
surfer. I have been fortunate to travel, and
this has helped me realize how important
public coastal access is for an area. I believe
very strongly that the conservation work done
by the KCC has helped protect against the loss

Nathaniel Bald
Bob Buckley
John Campbell
Marilyn Congdon
Dave Cosh
Alex MacDonald
Stan Smith
Rick Welsford
General inquiries can be directed to
info@kccns.org

Thank You, Eric and Mary Creaser!
The Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy would like to thank Eric
and Mary Creaser for their generous donation of land near the
Shaubach, close to the woods road between Upper Kingsburg
and Lower LaHave. It is also near “The Cling”, for those who
know the area. It has elevated views of the LaHave River and
the LaHave Islands.
Eric and Mary have a long-standing concern for community
access and preservation. Eric recounts how Mary’s grandfather,
John Hirtle, told him before he died, that he wanted the people
to be able to use Hirtle’s Beach. John Hirtle’s daughters, Glady
and Flossie, successfully ran Glady’s Canteen for many years,
and John always enjoyed going down to the beach on Sundays
to talk to the people who came to visit the area.
When it came time for Eric and Mary to sell their ½ interest
in Hirtle’s Beach and its access, they held off private buyers
until the government could find the funds to make the
purchase.
We celebrate the community spirit in which this new parcel
of land has been given. Thank you Eric and Mary.
Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy Newsletter • kccns.org

Eric and Mary Creaser
generously donated land
near the Shaubach!
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The Story of Beach Hill Commons
by Tracy Westell

The Beach Hill Commons Association grew
out of a desire to have a piece of land
owned and shared communally by
residents and landowners on Beach Hill
Road in the Kingsburg area. A key part of
our vision for the Beach Hill Commons was
that we preserve the commons land in
order to ensure that we can enjoy it into the
future, that it is not developed and thus cut
off from use by the community. In 2006, the
BHCA bought a piece of land overlooking
Hirtles Beach which is accessible from the
cliff path that runs at the foot of properties
on the southwest side of Beach Hill Road.
When we began the BHCA we
immediately ran into the issue that may be
going through your mind right now: how
can we justify conserving land after we
have individually each developed our plot
on Beach Hill for our own purposes? There
is not a simple answer to that question.
Here’s the complex answer: there must be a
modicum of planning when we develop a
piece of land. We have had to create a road
association to ensure the road is kept in
good order — that is planning. As Beach
Hill has been developed by individuals we
have had to look at what we value about
living here and what type of community
values we want to uphold. Although not
explicit, the BHCA wanted to support the
4

value of communal action to conserve some
of the aspects of this area that we love. We
wanted to be able to walk the traditional
pathways that have been developed over
hundreds of years in our community. We
wanted to sit on the cliff and watch the life
and beauty of the area. We wanted a space
where the community could gather to hold
events. And, we wanted the sense that we
had brought to consciousness our
community values, that we had begun the
process of building our “community.”
As well, as a community, we had
become landowners and now had a say
about the development of adjacent
properties. Without rigorous planning bylaws for our area, we had little say in how
land was developed. Admittedly, this has
benefitted all of us who have built on Beach
Hill. But it can’t go on endlessly or our
aquifers will dry up, our road will become
impassible and the beauty of the area will
disappear. Until there are better by-laws
which are sustainable, the only way to have
a say in planning is to own land and exert
our right as landowners to object or
approve of adjacent development. For us, it
is important to be responsible for our own
individual footprint on the land and also to
ensure that our community as a whole is
sustainable.

One way to control (to varying degrees)
over-development is to own land in
common and preserve it as green space.
The BHCA would love to see all of the
neighbourhoods on the Kingsburg
Peninsula buy land to share in common
with the greater Kingsburg Community. We
envision a day when we can link commons’
lands through a walking path network. We
can hold arts and community events on our
commons and invite each other to attend.
We can build a sense of community that
honours our shared values and respects our
differences. We can develop and enrich our
relationships with one another. We can
work together to sustain ourselves and
become less of a burden on others. We can
explore the rejuvenation of the old forest in
our area and also plant food to feed us. As
a Kingsburg Community, we can walk the
“commons path” together, literally and
figuratively, and share in our good fortune
to live in such a beautiful part of Canada.

As Tracy mentioned in her article, the KCC is
very interested in local communities
establishing their own Commons. If you
think members of your community might be
interested and you would like information or
advice, please contact the KCC.
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Gaff Point’s Youngest Trail Monitor

Recently my nine year old son, Connor, and I discovered
Gaff Point. I’ve lived in the area for 13 years and frequent
Hirtles Beach but had never done the full hike before. We
were amazed by the variety of ecosystems in such a
relatively small area, from forest to cliffs to rocky shore and
back again. Connor very much enjoyed discovering downed
branches and inspecting the trails, and keeps up a detailed
narrative about everything he sees as we progress through
the trees and onto the rocky shore. We also spent a long time
walking around the plentiful Inukshuks, as we did our
rounds as Gaff Point Trail Monitors. We bring a picnic lunch
on every hike and the highlight is sitting on the rocks
overlooking the pounding surf as we munch on our
sandwiches.
We will be back!
Dylan Haines

Thanks to All Our Gaff Point Monitors
The KCC (and the NCC) is indebted to
the dedication of its Gaff Point
monitors and trail maintenance
volunteers. The 3.5 km trail remains in
wonderful condition because of their
continued enthusiasm and willingness
to walk the trail, and to respond to
repair issues – not only in the summer,
but throughout the entire year.
A sincere “Thank You” to Alice
Morgan, Anne Mills, Catherine Pross,
Derek Driver, Frances Anderson,
Francesca and Peter Cox, Gerald
Hallowell, Gerald Mossman, Greg
Amos, Heather White/Eric Mackie, Iris
and Dave Cosh, Jill Comolli, Madeleine
and Dave Melbourne, Marilyn and
Tony Congdon, Pat and Dave Watson,
Paul Murphy, and Dylan and Connor
Haines.
Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy Newsletter • kccns.org

Why not consider becoming a KCC
volunteer? Even if you are not living in
the Kingsburg area year-round, your
help would be genuinely appreciated.
Trail monitoring, trail repairs,
stewarding our non-trail properties,
education, title searching, website
maintenance, fund raising, ecological
inventories and communication are
only some of the areas where we could
make use of your time, skills and
interests.
If you would like to help, please let us
know!

Monitor Greg Amos clears some
brush along the Gaff Point trail
as the spring of 2011 arrives

We are currently in the beginning
stages of creating a monitor group for
West Ironbound Island. Would you like
to help?
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Looking for a Great Gift to Give for the Holidays?
WEST IRONBOUND: Portrait of an Island by Mariëtte Roodenburg, Christine
Higdon and Larry Gaudet is a wonderful blend of pictures and prose describing a
magical place located off of the tip of Gaff Point on the Kingsburg Peninsula. The
book was published in support of the fund-raising campaign to both protect the
ecology of West Ironbound Island and to keep it available to the public forever.
Copies can be purchased at the Rose Bay General Store and in Lunenburg at
the Black Duck or the Anderson Gallery (weekends). Alternatively, copies may be
ordered through the KCC by emailing info@kccns.org or phoning 902.766.0265.
The cost (taxes included) of the book is $31.50. Mailing to anywhere in Canada
is an extra $4.00.

The KCC depends entirely on donations from friends and supporters like you.
As well as your regular contribution, please consider a second
donation in lieu of a gift to someone. The KCC will recognize your
donation by sending a card to that person.
This form (or donating through Canada Helps) is to be used if you are
donating money. The KCC would be very pleased to communicate with
you if you are interested in donating securities or land, or if you would
like information about naming the KCC as a beneficiary in your will.

As a registered charity we are able to provide
tax receipts for any type of donation. US tax
receipts for donations of money or securities
are possible but please first contact us for
information on the process.
Please include this form with your donation(s).
Mail to: Kingsburg Coastal Conservancy,
P.O. Box 1A-1, Rose Bay, NS, B0J 2X0

DONATION TO THE KINGSBURG COASTAL CONSERVANCY
NAME! !

__________________________________________________

ADDRESS!

__________________________________________________

!

__________________________________________________

!

TELEPHONE!

__________________________________________________

EMAIL! !

__________________________________________________

Please check the appropriate spaces to indicate the direction of your donation:
_____ General Operations !!

!

!

$___________

_____ West Ironbound Fund-raising Campaign!

$___________

_____ Trail Development and Maintenance! !

$___________

_____ New Properties Acquisition! !

!

$___________

_____ Endowment Fund! !

!

!

$___________

All donations are tax deductible

_____ KCC Decides!

!

!

$___________

for the 2011 tax year if received

!

If you wish to make a donation in lieu of a gift to someone, or to recognise a
special occasion, please include a note with the name of the person being
celebrated, their address, reason (if you wish) along with the amount and direction
of the donation. The KCC will send a card to the individual and a tax receipt to
you. If you wish to provide a donation in memory of someone, please provide us
with the names of both the person being remembered and the person to whom
the card should be sent.
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before December 31, 2011.
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